Worksheet 8. Adjectives, page 1

Choose the word to complete each sentence correctly.

1. A wheel is ________ round ________.
   square   √ round   tall   soft

2. A piece of paper is ________________.
   round   hard   long   flat

3. A coin is ________________.
   wide   narrow   soft   hard

4. Line A ________________________________
   Line B ________________
   
   Line A is long. Line B is ________________.
   long   soft   short   hard

5. The road between the cities is ________________.
   large   long   tall   heavy

6. The Empire State Building is ________________.
   short   small   tall   round
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7. A basketball player is _______________.
   tall       long       square       flat

8. The opposite of a tall person is a _______________.
   person.
   large       big       small       short

9. The box is not light. It’s _______________.
   small       narrow       short       heavy

10. The bird is _______________. It’s not heavy.
    flat       wide       light       short

11. The towels in the bathroom aren’t wet. They’re __________.
    dry       long       round       short

12. The boots and the floor are _______________.
    dry       wet       light       narrow